Website Terms & Conditions
The Site is conditionally provided to accept the terms, conditions and notices (hereinafter referred to as the
"Terms of Use") contained herein without modification. By using this website, you agree to be bound by these
terms of use.

Trademarks and intellectual property
The various web pages of this website are operated by KVB PRIME and are the copyright of the website's web
pages and the interface displayed on the website, as well as the information and materials contained in the
structure of the website, unless otherwise stated. KVB PRIME has exclusive rights or licenses to the various
product names and trademarks that appear and/or are included on this website.

Information and data changes
All information and materials contained on the KVB PRIME website, all terms, conditions, prerequisites and
instructions contained are subject to change without notice.

Limitation of Liability
Information provided on this website. KVB PRIME does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness
of the materials provided. And expressly refuses to accept any responsibility for any errors and / or omissions
in this regard. KVB PRIME does not provide any warranty, express or implied, including but not limited to
non-infringing third party rights, proprietary rights, merchantability, computer viruses, combined information
and materials, or for a particular purpose.
This website contains links to other Internet resources. KVB PRIME does not control, investigate, verify, monitor,
and/or endorse the content, accuracy, opinions, or other aspects of the information or materials posted on any
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of the linked websites.
KVB PRIME does not assume any damage, loss or expense of one of the following. a) cannot connect to this
website or use it, or cannot use it, or connect to unable to execute commands, errors, omissions, interruptions,
failures, delayed operation or transmission, computer viruses, communication failures or line or system failures,
even if KVB PRIME or its The representative has the possibility, loss or expense of having informed of such
damage. b) Trading margins for errors and inaccuracies in the transmission of Forex and CFD data and/or
orders, or any indications from the website's customers/visitors, interference, fraud/fake, secret access code
being corrupted, error logs or Message propagation is corrupted or due to force majeure or any other reason
not due to a system failure caused by KVB PRIME violating one of the above.
KVB PRIME is not responsible for any damage caused by the user's hardware or software, the connection of
this website to other websites/hypertext links or internet resources.

Target users
This website is not intended to be used by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country that would violate
local laws or regulations.

Cookies
When you use our software, it will enable cookies. Cookies are text files that are information about your visit to
our website and usually include a unique identification number or value that is stored on your computer's hard
drive to record the results of your use of the trading software and websites visited. The purpose of this
information is to provide you with a more relevant and effective experience on this website, including
presenting the website to your needs or preferences. Cookies are frequently used by many websites on the
Internet. You can set whether or not to accept cookies on your browser according to your preferences. Some of
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our business partners (such as advertisers) use cookies on our website and we are unable to access or control
these coookies.
Cookies do not contain personally identifiable information and are not used to identify you. You can choose to
disable cookies. However, if you choose to disable the browser from accepting cookies, you may not be able to
access certain parts of this website, especially the security section of the website.
For further information on cookies and how to disable them, please refer to cookies.

Third party link
Our website contains links to websites that are run by other parties. We provide convenient links to you, but
we do not review, control or monitor privacy or other conduct on other third party websites. We are not
responsible for the performance of websites operated by third parties or their business dealings.

personal information
Any personal data collected by KVB PRIME through this website will be processed in accordance with the laws
and regulations of the relevant jurisdiction (and amended or replaced from time to time).
I, the user of this website, agree to:
1.

KVB PRIME has the right to process personal data for support, promotion and fulfillment of our
relationships.

2.

KVB PRIME will not disclose personal data to any third party unless: (1) some or all of the companies
legally assigned by KVB PRIME process the data; (2) legal or court decisions requiring disclosure of such
communications; I am a customer of the company and apply to me according to the privacy policy.

3.

Unless otherwise expressly directed by me, KVB PRIME has the right to use the personal data (except for
sensitive personal data) to remotely promote financial products and/or any products/services offered by
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other affiliates.
4.

I understand that at any time I am in the right to update or reject any further processing of my personal
data, in accordance with the laws and regulations of the relevant jurisdictions as amended or replaced by
the relevant government agencies from time to time.

5.

The above will apply to both KVB PRIME's existing customers and any services of the applicant, regardless
of whether their application can be accepted or rejected. The privacy policy also applies to all KVB PRIME
customers.

Governing law
Your use of this website is subject to all applicable laws and regulations. By accessing the website KVB PRIME
and any pages linked to it, I agree to the terms and conditions above.
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